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1. The Long-run: Development (0-2000)

Development (1000-2000)

Figure 1.11 in Acemoglu, K. Daron. Introduction to Modern Economic Growth. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009.

Economic Growth (1000-2000)

Developments since 1801: Interactive
1.
2.

Check out
www.gapminder.org
Income per person
(GDP per capita,
inflation adjusted $)
v’s Life Expectancy

2. History of Development Policy

•
•
•

What we know in 1962
What we know in 1982
What we know in 2002

Albert Hirschman – Leading author of the High
Development Theory movement. Strategy of Economic
Development written in 1958.

It’s 1962 and you must advise a country on
development…
You are 62 and know what was known at
that time:
•

You would have experienced the Great
Depression in your thirties and you would
know for a fact that a capitalist economy
is unstable:
•

•

Stock markets can and do crash,
unregulated banks fail, and unemployment
can soar to very high levels and stay there.

You would have witnessed the amazing
ability of a war economy to mobilize
production:
•

No one who lived through World War II
could question the idea that governments
can plan, mobilize, and direct enormous
expansions in economic activity.

It’s 1962, what you know is…
•

•

Russia transformed into
Soviet Union from politically/
socially backward country
tormented by revolution, civil
war, and famine.
Russia against all odds grew
into an industrial power with
military might:
•

You would therefore know for
a fact that socialism and
central planning are capable
of rapidly transforming a
country from an agrarian
backwater into an
industrialized superpower.

It’s 1962, what you know is…
•

You would have witnessed the rise of
Japan to the point at which it could
conquer China and nearly all of East
Asia.
•

•

You know for a fact that with aggressive
national leadership, a poor, nonEuropean country can grow very rapidly.

You would have seen the UK, the
world’s once leading economy and
the bastion of free trade and liberal
economic policies, unquestionably
eclipsed as an economic superpower.
•

You would know for a fact that free trade
and liberal economic policies did not
guarantee rapid growth.

It’s 1962, what you know is…
•

Looking at South America, you would know many of
continent’s economies were open and liberal in 1930s,
but suffered huge shocks during worldwide depression.
•

The war and its aftermath produced a boom, with
favorable terms of trade and protection of industrial
sectors owing to a lack of available imports.

•

The first round of import substitution industrialization was
not so much a policy choice as a necessity. World
markets in trade and finance were a fickle companion for
Latin American countries.

It’s 1962, what you know is…
Globalisation
• You would not have lived through globalization, but
rather would have experienced its reversal.
• It would be difficult to see globalization as a force for
anything good.

These Facts Lead to Big Idea One:
Government is Central
•

ROLE OF GOVERNMENT:
•
•

•

Governments were the obvious driving force behind
economic growth.
Strong planning ministries should be responsible for
mobilising and allocating the scarce capital available for
direct investments in the necessary infrastructure of a
modern economy.
These investments were obviously beyond the capacity
of private investors.

These Facts Lead to Big Idea One:
Government is Central
•

ROLE OF ACCUMULATION:
•

Development meant industrialization, and the inputs
necessary for industrialization were clear:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

•
•

Cement
Electricity
modern transport infrastructure
Steel
Fuels
Chemicals.

Investment was key.
This did not exclude human capital. Considered another
input.

These Facts Lead to Big Idea One:
Government is Central
•

ROLE OF TRADE:
•

•

While some trade was necessary to acquire the inputs that a
country lacked, an export orientation per se was neither
necessary nor desirable; unpromising in the long run and
fickle.

ROLE OF FOREIGN CAPITAL:
•
•
•
•

Financial integration and foreign private capital were not
considered advantageous.
Most investment was through the government (or mobilized
by the government).
Private-to-public loans presented a danger, and large privateto-private flows were, at best, a nuisance.
Proposal for an open capital market would have confused
things as mobilising domestic savings the objective.

The interwar years, the Great Depression, and the experience of postwar
Europe, which so strongly influenced your predecessor twenty years earlier, no longer stand as relevant models for today’s low- and middleSummary
BigYou
Ideas
in Economics,
1962
income economies.
look elsewhere
for lessons.
T A B L E 1 . Summary of Big Ideas in Economics, 1962
Area
Government
Accumulation
Trade and integration
Foreign capital
Development assistance
and the role of multilateralsa

Prominent ideas
Plays a central role; acts as the driving force behind development
Is central to development process; coordination and scale problems require
government involvement
Has no particular advantage beyond the import of capital goods and the purchase
of necessary inputs
FDI is to be avoided, but government borrowing is acceptable, preferably from
foreign sources
Provide project-based lending of investable foreign exchange and resources to
governments

a. Primarily the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB).

Theory: Reinforced by the basic Solow model of growth, modernisation theory and
the tenets of high development theory.

Hirschman and his colleagues
High Development Theory
• Rosenstein Rodan (1943) to Hirschman (1958).
• View that development is a virtuous circle driven by external
economies, countries can remain stuck in a poverty trap and
powerful case for government activism.
Ø Hard time expressing their ideas in the tightly specified
models that were increasingly becoming the unique
language of discourse of economic analysis.
Ø Hirschman suggested they ignore pressures to produce
buttoned-down, mathematically consistent analysis and
adopt a pragmatic understanding towards development.
Ø Without formal model High Development Theory was
marginalised.

Why ‘knowledge’ is lost if it not formalised in models.
•

Inability to codify theory meant Hirschman’s ideas were
ostracised first and then forgotten for a period.

Why ‘knowledge’ is lost if it not formalised in models.
•
•

Inability to codify theory meant Hirschman’s ideas were
ostracised first and then forgotten for a period.
Analogy: improving charting of African coast meant loss
of information.

1664 Map of Africa

1805 Map of Africa

Model for High Development Theory (1989)
•
•
•

Rationale of external economies formalised by Big
Push Model (Murphy, Shleifer and Vishny, 1989)
Covered in EC3040b. See lecture 1 slides.
In short the Big Push Model:
•
•
•
•

If only one firm industrialises – not profitable.
If all sectors modernise, market demand exists – profitable.
Profitability of the first firm depends on how many other factories
open.
This leads to multiple equilibria and government led coordination
can reach higher equilibria.

Suppose it’s 1982, what would you
suggest?
•

In this case you are 52, what would you know?
•

The interwar years, the Great Depression, and the
experience of postwar Europe, no longer relevant for
today’s low- and middle-income economies.

It’s 1982, what you know is…
•

By 1982, the failures of strong central planning
— or at least its lack of universal success—were
becoming obvious:
•
•
•
•

•

China failed to develop rapidly under central
planning.
West became increasingly aware of the famines
of China’s Great Leap years.
Cuba not lived up to promise of 1959 revolution.
Vietnam’s post-unification disappointment could
no longer be blamed on the war rather on
postwar economic policies.
Slow growth rate in India proved soft government
planning no guarantee for high growth.

It’s 1982, what you know is…
•

Persistently rapid growth of countries in East Asia.
•

•

•

Japan and original four Mini-Dragons - Hong Kong,
Korea, Singapore and Taiwan - continued to grow at
historically unprecedented pace.
All maintained extremely rapid growth of manufactured
exports.

Failure of many countries to recover from the
commodity shocks of the 1970s.

It’s 1982, what you know is…
•

Increasingly disappointing performance of import
substitution industrialization (ISI).
•
•

•
•

The infants were not growing up.
Maintaining the existing industries was requiring more,
and more complex, systems of trade regulation and
financial support.
Expense left little scope for strategic investments.
Doubts about the fundamental premise of ISI as a
growth strategy.

It’s 1982, what you know is…
•

The LA debt crisis came as a shock.
•
•
•

Brazil and Mexico had seen rapid growth in the 1970s,
almost rivaling that of the Mini-Dragons.
Brazil grew 5.8 percent from 1964 to 1979, while Mexico
registered a slower, but still impressive, 3.6 percent.
The explosion of a debt crisis gave credence to the
argument of a failure of the entire strategy of Big Push
import substitution industrialization.

In hindsight: the period was one of relatively good performance for much of LA.
Maybe they did not get industrial policy right?

These Facts Lead to Big Idea Two:
Washington Consensus
•

ROLE OF GOVERNMENT:
•
•
•

•

The government the problem as often as the solution.
Overly large or excessively interfering governments
hamper economic growth.
Government failure is more pervasive than market
failure.

ROLE OF ACCUMULATION:
•

Accumulation remains important, but emphasis shifted
from government investments to centrality of productive
investments by private sector.

These Facts Lead to Big Idea Two:
Washington Consensus
•

ROLE OF TRADE:
•
•
•

•

Trade is the engine-of-growth.
Exports offer not only gains in static efficiency, but
dynamic advantages as well.
Import competition (or at least the exposure of exporters
to international markets) is vital instrument for
disciplining domestic producers.

ROLE OF FOREIGN CAPITAL:
•
•

Foreign borrowing by governments is dangerous.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) should be encouraged.
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Summary
Big Ideas in Economics, 1982
T A B L E 2 . The Reversal of Big Ideas: 1962 versus 1982
Area

Ideas prominent in 1962

Government

Plays a central role; acts as the driving force
behind development
Accumulation
Is central to development process; coordination
and scale problems require government
involvement
Trade and integration Has no particular advantage beyond the import
of capital goods and the purchase of
necessary inputs
Foreign capital
FDI is to be avoided, but government borrowing
is acceptable, preferably from foreign sources
Development
Provide project-based lending of investable
assistance and the
foreign exchange and resources to
role of multilateralsa governments

Ideas prominent in 1982
Plays a central role, but acts as the main
obstacle to development.
Is central to development process; private
sector investment is the key.
Exports bring dynamic advantages; import
competition is necessary for disciplining
domestic producers
Government borrowing is to be avoided,
but FDI is encouraged
Quick disbursing; policy-based lending to
establish conditions for FDI and
domestic investment.

a. Primarily the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB).

The first big fact is the enormous slowdown in growth that has occurred

Washington consensus (1989)
•

Summarised the “stabilize, privatize, and liberalize”
mantra prevalent for many years in policy making

•

Codified by John Williamson in 1989 it represented a
set of policies that many countries and institutions in
Washington agreed upon. Although it was perceived as
the latter.

•

Williamson agrees that he should have called it the
Universal Convergence rather than the Washington
Consensus.

Was the WC Followed: Financial Liberalisation
when further than ‘Consensus’.
1. Direct credit controls were
abandoned.
2. interest rates deregulated.
3. Restrictions on foreign
investment were lifted
4. Other controls on foreign
exchange and capital
account transactions were
dismantled.
5. Foreign banks were allowed
and encouraged to establish
local presences.

The region suffers from chronic low growth
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Suppose it’s 2002…what you know is
•

Enormous slowdown in growth occurred throughout the
developing world:
•
•

•
•
•

The median growth rate in low- and middle-income economies fell
from 2.5 percent in 1960–79 to 0.0 percent (zero!) in 1980–98.
Argentina, Uruguay, and Venezuela were at roughly southern
European levels of development in 1960, have have not kept pace
with Greece, Portugal, or Spain.
Brazilian miracle turned into Brazilian mystery, 20yrs of stagnation.
Central American countries embroiled in open civil wars for 20yrs.
Reestablishment of order not led to hoped-for economic booms.
Only Chile, after two recessions, had consistent and steady growth.

It’s 2002, what you know is…
•

Transition from stagnating Marxist central planning to a
capitalist economy has gone horrifically worse than
predicted:
•
•

Income in many newly capitalist countries in 2002 is less
than half level under Communists.
Not a homogenous experience. Some countries doing
well:
Ø
Ø

Countries with some prior integration with the West (such as the
Czech Republic, Poland, and Slovenia)
Countries never really integrated with either East or West and
that have maintained a strong state (namely, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan).

It’s 2002, what you know is…
•

Financial crises:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Mexico in 1994
Thailand, Korea, and Indonesia in 1997
Russia and Brazil in 1998
Ecuador in 1999
Turkey in 2000
Argentina 2001

Some countries recovered strongly (Korea, Thailand,
and perhaps Mexico).
Others went back to muddling through (Russia, Turkey)
Indonesia/Argentina remains below its pre-crisis levels.

It’s 2002, what you know is…
The collapse of sub-Saharan Africa 1982-2002:
•
Many nation-states descended at least once into
chaos: Angola, Burundi, Ethiopia, Liberia,
Mozambique, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia,
Sudan, Uganda and Congo.
•
The largest African state, Nigeria, alternated
between unstable democracy and even more
unstable military rule. Despite considerable oil
wealth (or because of it) Nigerians are poorer in
2002 than they were 25yrs ago.
•
Even relatively politically stable states like Côte
d’Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, Senegal, Tanzania, and
Zambia in worse shape economically than 25yrs
ago.
•
The only relatively consistent success cases Botswana and Mauritius - do not give much hope
for an entire continent.
•
•
•

Less than 3 million people between them.
Mauritius is not even on the continent of Africa.
Botswana’s HIV infection rate makes it the world
leader in declining life expectancy.

It’s 2002, what you know is…
•

The world’s two most populous countries, India and China,
grown rapidly:
•
•

This is puzzling as these countries slow, cautious reformers
and among the more closed and restricted economies in the
world.
The contrast in the two periods between India and China and
the rest of the developing world is amazing.
Ø
Ø

•

From 1982 to 1999, per capita income in China grew at 5.8% (up
from 3.2% in 1960–81) and in India at 3.6% (up from just 0.08% in
1960–81).
At the same time, the median growth of all other non-OECD
countries over that same period was just 0.6% percent, down from
2.8%.

Both India and China accelerated by more than 2 percentage
points, while the rest of the world decelerated by more than 2
percentage points.

Summary Big Ideas in Economics, 2002
T A B L E 3 . Are There Any Big Ideas Left?
Area
Government
Accumulation
Trade and integration
Foreign capital
Development assistance
and the role of
multilateralsa

Ideas prominent in 1962
Plays a central role; acts as the driving force
behind development
Is central to development process; coordination and scale
problems require government involvement
Has no particular advantage beyond the import of capital
goods and the purchase of necessary inputs
FDI is to be avoided, but government borrowing is acceptable,
preferably from foreign sources
Provide project-based lending of investable foreign exchange
and resources to governments

Ideas prominent in 1982
Plays a central role, but acts as the main obstacle to
development.
Is central to development process; private sector investment
is the key.
Exports bring dynamic advantages; import competition is
necessary for disciplining domestic producers.
Government borrowing is to be avoided, but FDI is
encouraged.
Quick disbursing; policy-based lending to establish conditions
for FDI and domestic investment.

a. Primarily the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB).

Ideas prominent in 2002
?
?
?
?
?

End of big ideas?
1. The end of big ideas should not mean that you have to
get everything right in order to grow.
Ø Although IMF did take this line.

2. One size doesn’t fit all is not a big idea, but a way of
expressing the absence of any big ideas.
“Conventional reform packages were too obsessed with
deadweight loss triangles and reaping the efficiency gains from
eliminating them and did not pay enough attention to
stimulating the dynamic forces that lie behind the growth
process.” - Dani Rodrik (2006)

World Bank’s Economic Growth in the 1990’s:
Learning from a Decade of Reform (2005)
Emphasis on:
• Humility
• Policy diversity
• Selective and modest reforms
• Experimentation
Gobind Nankani, WB, VP: – “The central message
of this volume is that there is no unique set of
rules…We need to get away from formulae and the
search for elusive best practices…”.
Ø Before we chart a course forward, why did the
High Development Theories fail?

3. Why did the modern version of High
Development Theory fail?
•

Suggested Reason: Overlooked radical change in
globalization from mid-1980s which changed rules of
successful strategies.
•
•
•

From the steam revolution until mid 1980s globalization
was mostly about trade costs.
Since 1980 trade costs have a second order effect; ICT
more important and lowered transmission costs.
Globalisation no longer working in same way as when
high development theories were formulated.

Figure 1: Globalization changed: G7 share of world income and export
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Changing competition
•

In the first unbundling (pre-1980s) international
competition occurred at the level of sectors (say,
Japanese vs. Thai cars).

•

In the second unbundling (post-1985) competition
occurs at the level of of production stages (Thai cars
many contain Japanese components and vice versa).
•

•

Of the seven winners identified in the previous graph all
bar India heavily involved in international supply chains
of Japan (the East Asians) and Germany (Poland and
Turkey).
Globalisation is driven by low ICT costs and not trade
costs.

Tight Clustering of Export Swings

Figure 3, part 1: The evolution of developing nations’ manufactured export shares.
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First vs. second unbundling
1st Unbundling:
• Railroads and steamships made it feasible to spatially
separate production and consumption.
•

Production clustered into districts even as it dispersed
internationally.

2nd Unbundling:
• With ICT revolution became increasingly economical to
geographically separate manufacturing stages: to
unbundling the factories.

Why does all this matter? (1)
•

When ISI policies worked, industrialisation meant
building the whole supply chain at home.
•
•
•
•

•

This took decades due to learning-by-doing in creating
and coordinating the vast array of competencies.
Extreme proximity was essential to coordinating
sophisticated manufacturing processes.
All the stages of production had to be inside a single
factory or industrial district.
Most competencies had to exist domestically; no nation
could be competitive without building a broad and deep
industrial base.
Few nations could surmount this hurdle but some did.

Why does all this matter? (2)
•

With globalization at the level of production stages rather than sectors,
industrialization became less lumpy/easier.
Ø

•

Managerial and technical know-how more internationally mobile.
Ø
Ø

•

Nations could industrialize by joining a supply chain.

“Technology lending” could create advanced manufacturing activity in a
developing nation in a matter of months.
Developing nations no longer had to follow Korea’s decade-long slog up the
value chain (a feat that dozens of developing nations tried and failed before
the second unbundling).

The ICT revolution made it feasible to spatially separate some stages of
production without much loss in efficiency or timeliness.
Ø
Ø

But distance matters (production network involves some face- to-face and
face-to-machine interactions)
That’s why concentrated in low-wage countries near high-technology
nations).

Different challenges for a government
•

First unbundling: Deep industrial base prerequisite for
export success, but a large market was necessary to
support the industrial base.

•

With international supply chains, demand is easy to
find. Policymakers face many new questions:
•
•
•
•

Which supply chains should be joined?
Should nations strive to set up their own international production
networks?
What is the optimal technology policy (intellectual property rights,
etc.)? Copycat or obedient partner?
What is the role of size; can smaller nations do what China has
done on forced technology transfer?

Explaining China vs. Brazil
•

China—physically in the middle of “Factory Asia”—is
not using Chinese factors of production, Chinese
technology, or relying on Chinese policy for most of
Chinese exports.
•
•

•

The Chinese content of its “processing exports” is less
than 20 percent. This type of trade accounts for more
than half of China’s boom in manufactured trade.
To understand China’s export success, have to look at
the productive factors, technology, and government
policies of Japan, Korea, Taipei, and ASEAN nations.

Brazil is too far from “Factory North America” and
“Factory Europe” to enjoy such a free ride.
Ø Most goods Brazil exports depend solely on Brazilian
inputs, technology, and policies.

Critiques to this approach (1)
•

It seems that all you need is:
•
•

•

What matters for deciding locations?
•

•

Good geographical location.
Healthy relations with multinational companies.
Probably country specific characteristics that are at the base
of high development theory anyway (i.e. infrastructure or
telecom development). But focus of policy is different.

Does joining a global or regional supply chain guarantee
future growth?
•
•

Compare growth performance of Mexico (strongly embedded
in the North American supply chain) and that of Brazil (less
integrated economy)
Brazilian growth has been superior (but how much due to
commodities’ boom?)

Aside: The Idea of Economic Development as Selfdiscovery Still Holds (Rodrik) but Not Necessarily in
the Sense of Whole Industry Building (Original ISI).
1. Thus nations must learn what activities are most advantageous to
specialise in.
2. If a firm invests heavily and learns that textile production works in
Bangladesh, there will be imitators (i.e. an information externality).
3. But the initial entrepreneur who makes the “discovery” can
capture only a small part of the social value that this knowledge
generates

Ø Policy: Encourage broad investment in the discovery
phase, rationalise production afterwards (impose
discipline)

4. How can we recommend development
policies? – Growth Diagnostics
•

We are development academics, not physicists.

•

We do not make predictions to fifteen digits and write
mathematical models of the universe.

•

We want to be as effective as medical doctors in
diagnosing and treating problematic conditions.

•

What would we need?

How can we recommend development policies?
•

First, we would have to ground our advice on general
theories and empirical evidence that serve as the basis for
choosing the preferred effective policy—not necessarily the
single right policy action, but the preferred policy.

•

Second, policy advice would rely less on big ideas (such as
government is bad/good or trade is bad/good) and
supposedly unvarying growth relationships (such as deficits
are bad for growth) and more on a policy decision tree.

•

The prescription of medicine is not a practice of giving the
same recipe to everyone because, on average, it improves
health.

The Hausmann-Rodrik-Velasco Growth
Diagnostics Framework
•
•

Focus on a country’s most binding constraints on
economic growth.
Not simple to find the binding constraint.

Decision
First Node: Differentiates between
• Stories based on low investment demand (lack of projects)
than cay pay a reasonable private return.
• Problems associates with the inability to acquire the
financial resources to invest.

Left Side Node:
• Either social returns are low .
• Proportion of the returns that can be privately appropriated
is low.

Hausmann-Rodrik-Velasco Growth Diagnostics
Decision Tree

Definition: Shadow Price
•
•

•

Technically - the change in the objective value of the
optimal solution of an optimisation problem obtained by
relaxing the constraint by one unit.
Intuitively - if a production line is already operating at its
maximum 40 hour limit, the shadow price would be the
maximum price (equal to the total benefit) the manager
would be willing to pay for operating it for an additional hour.
In development - a shadow price is the total benefit (in
social welfare) generated by relaxing a constraint by one
unit. Constraints include the level and cost of education,
infrastructure, finance as well as the quality of institutions.

Ø Shadow price provides powerful insights into problems to
the decision makers.

If a Constraint is Binding, then…
1. The (Shadow) price of the constraint is high
•

Can not be calculated directly but can be implied by
market prices or indicators of unmet demand.

2. Movements in the constraint should produce
significant outcomes
3. Agents in the economy should be attempting to
bypass/overcome the constraint
4. Agents less intensive in that constraint should be
more likely to survive and thrive and vice versa
(animals in the Sahara)

Hausmann-Rodrik-Velasco: Guidelines
1. Moving downwards in the decision tree, rather than
upwards or sideways
2. Working off at least an implicit model of what drives (or will
drive) growth in the economy
3. Looking for the telltale symptoms that a given constraint
binds
•

If the constraint is human capital, the skill premium must be rising
while returns to complementary factors remain depressed.

4. Looking for clues that the hypothesized constraints are
consistent with recent growth experience
•

Did growth boosts occur when those constraints were relaxed?

Hausmann-Rodrik-Velasco: Guidelines
5. Using firm-level surveys critically, cognisant that complaints
do not always accurately identify binding constraints
•

Businesses may complain about access to finance when the real
trouble is that they cannot document profitable projects; or
respondents may be the established firms that do not represent the
most dynamic part of the economy.

6. Locating successful firms or sectors and tracing their
success
7. Combining cross-national benchmarking, firm-level surveys,
and aggregate macroeconomic data

Growth Diagnostics Framework:
Dominican Republic
•

•

•

HRV argue that
economy is constrained
by a lack of productive
ideas.
BC: Lack of innovation
and demand for
investment to replace
traditional industries.
Policy: Encourage
entrepreneurship and
business opportunities.

Example: Finance in Brazil and Mexico
Financial Depth v’s GDP per capita
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Further Analysis: Looking at Prices
Suggests that financial depth in Brazil is significantly
higher than in Mexico.
But the quantity of finance supplied in an economy may be
low because of low demand.
First Clue: High price of finance in Brazil
• Indicates that access to finance might be a binding
constraint in Brazil not Mexico.

Real Interest Rates v’s Real GDP per capita

Second Clue: Investment Seems to Respond to
Declining Real Interest Rates in Brazil

Growth Diagnostics Framework
Conclusion: Brazil
• BC: Lack of sufficient funds to
invest despite the abundance of
productive ideas. Private returns
are high so education,
infrastructure, weak business
environment are not constraints.
• Policy: Increase savings
domestically and improve
access to foreign capital.

Examples of Constraints

Any questions?

